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Personal Profile
A passionate, professional and approachable frontend developer with 7 years of experience.  
I'm known for my level of dedication, taking ownership of any project assigned to me, 
constantly teaching myself new skills and my friendly nature.

Web Development
I have a degree in Economics, during formal education I kept computing and programming as 
a personal passion. I eventually began rapidly improving my web development skills in my 
own time using a wide combination of online resources.

Skills
 
Technical skills: 
✔ HTML5 & CSS3

✔ Sass / Scss / Tailwind
✔ React JS / Redux
✔ JavaScript / jQuery 

Typescript
✔ Svelte / NextJS
✔ PHP

✔ Docker/ Ddev

✔ Linux / Ubuntu
✔ SQL / MySQL / 

phpMyAdmin
✔ Webpack / Yarn / 

NPM / Gulp / Ant
✔ GIT / Command line

✔ GraphQL / Rest API

✔ Liquid / Twig

✔ Bootstrap

✔ Email Templating

Organisational Tools:
✔ Outlook

✔ Jira / Trello

✔ Basecamp

✔ InVision

✔ Adobe XD

✔ Slack / Microsoft 
Teams

✔ Microsoft Office

✔ Synergist

✔ People HR

✔ Mantis

✔ GitHub / Bitbucket

✔ Acquia / 
Pantheon.io

✔  Circle Ci

https://angelou.co.uk/


Work Experience

Front End Developer: February 2020 to Present – Un.titled

✔ Writing clean, efficient, maintainable and scalable code as well as Integrating software 
components and third-party libraries to enhance the user experience and functionality 
of each project.

✔ Freedom and flexibility are given to me in exchange for taking ownership of projects 
and delivering to spec and on time.

✔ Communicating clearly and concisely, my prior experience in the sales industry has 
honed my ability to adeptly engage with both clients and internal stakeholders

✔ Conducting thorough testing and debugging to ensure seamless functionality and user 
satisfaction.

✔ Staying updated with industry trends and emerging technologies in order to be able to 
suggest innovative solutions.

Front End Developer: October 2017 to February 2020 – Propeller Digital

✔ Propeller is a fast-paced pressurised environment with high coding standards, rigorous 
checks are in place for every line of code written.

✔ Managing time and projects effectively, along with excellent communication skills, was 
required, whether in writing, over the phone or in person.

✔ Being a part of such a strong, passionate team was inspirational and motivating, 
keeping me on my toes; they say 'steel sharpens steel'.

✔ Keeping up with the latest industry standards and exchanging ideas and research 
findings daily with other frontend team members.

✔ Good time management skills were essential. I was responsible for all time spent on 
any task or project, being logged and accounted for accurately.

[Additional job history and portfolio available upon request.]

Interests
Running, travelling, jiu jitsu and long hikes. Previous experience as a football club captain for 
5 years, demonstrating leadership skills. Balancing sociability with appreciation for quiet 
moments.


